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Embedded System Security

We can also open the door (by using the laptop) without the car key of Tesla.
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Drone Architecture
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Security Mechanisms
Cryptographic Configurations

- Tag indicating presence of encryption
- Operate on tagged channel
- Occupies computation time in simulation
Automatic Generation

- Time-saving and convenient
- Suggestion of basic encryption for user to enhance
- Addition of Nonces, Encryption
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Performance
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Performance with Added Security

~3400 cycles
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Security Analysis
Mapping Model
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Verification of model
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Verification of Secured Model
Conclusion

- Modeling and verification of secure architectures
- Evaluation of security and impact of security on performance
- Automatic generation to secure critical communication
- Future support of code integrity, firewalls...
Questions?

Our work at:

ttool.telecom-paristech.fr
sysml-sec.telecom-paristech.fr